Mining of missing ship trajectory pattern in automatic identification system
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Abstract

Background/Objectives: Ship trajectories in Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) system are generated by integrating the Automatic Identification System (AIS) or Radar system. However, the AIS system has missing data section caused by AIS device problems, radio jamming, and so on. These data have been confusing ship navigators and VTS operators.

Methods/Statistical analysis: In order to extract missing AIS data, we calculate time intervals of sequential points from each ship trajectory. The section with missing AIS data is above a threshold time limit defined by characteristics. Using k-means algorithm, missing AIS data were clustered into several clusters stored by ship’s ID and sailing direction. Using association rule mining analysis, meaningful association pattern were calculated by missing AIS dataset.

Findings: As a result of the association rule mining, we found several missing AIS situation patterns. In case of the west route, the probability of missing AIS situation is high when they enter the east and passenger routes. Also, the probability of missing AIS situation of passing the passenger route is high when that ship enter the LNG, east and west routes.

Improvements/Applications: These results can be used to predict the probability of missing AIS data in VTS system.
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1. Introduction

In Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) systems, a ship’s position and vector, such as course and speed are obtained by using the Automatic Identification System (AIS) or Radar system. The AIS system is installed in almost all navigating ships; it automatically broadcasts the ship movement information through GPS and receives information regarding other ships, updating the information at a rate of 3–10 s. The radar, which is another device installed on shore-based station, uses an electromagnetic sensor for object detection via reflected radio waves to determine the range, altitude, direction, or speed of objects. Both these systems are important to determine ship’s movement using the VTS operating system. In meantime, many AIS studies on maritime area are performed. Abbas et al. separated AIS characteristics into VTS-based, data mining, proactive-AIS and analyzed AIS data reliability and human error. The static information are incorrect with real ship status especially in case of ship type and navigation status. In order to recover AIS trajectory by missing AIS situation, Kim at al. suggest trajectory interpolation methods using neural network module. Until now, however, the study of missing AIS pattern does not attempt. Missing AIS data—which might confuse a mariner—occurs when data is not updated at the update rate required for AIS. This can be caused by AIS device problems, radio jamming, and so on. Therefore, to determine the data pattern for the missing AIS data, the system needs to know the distribution of missing AIS data patterns. In this study, we extract missing AIS data using k-means clustering and find missing pattern rules using the association rule mining method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes target integration with AIS in VTS. Section 3 explains extraction of missing AIS dataset. Extracted missing AIS dataset are analyzed with sequential pattern mining. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 5.

2. Target integration with ais in vts

Ships with more than 300 gross tonnages are equipped with an AIS device to broadcast the ship movement information and receive the movement information of other ships with AIS as well. AIS information are consist of dynamic and static information. The static information include ship’s name, type, width, length and so on. The dynamic information consist of receiving time, latitude, longitude, speed, course and heading direction and so on. These information are updated by ship movement status as follows:

- Less than 14 knots: 10 s
- 0–14 knots and changing course: 3.3 s
- 14–23 knots: 6 s
- 14–23 knots and changing course: 2 s
- More than 23 knots: 2 s

These AIS data are also collected by a VTS center, which is a shore-based station. The AIS data provides a source of information for tracking ship movement in the VTS’s area. Further, it can identify a ship’s information using dynamic as well as static information instead of inquiring information from each individual ship. Moreover, AIS contributes to VTS’s allied services and port operations. VTS target management systems integrate both radar and AIS targets. These systems present target vectors and positions with high accuracy by implementing target fusion algorithms. However,
though AIS data has update rate 3–10 s based on the with ship movements, sometimes the AIS update might be delayed for a considerable time—even longer than 5 min. This problem is primarily caused by time slot capacity, onboard device problem, and radio interference by object such as island or ship structure. Figure 1 shows the comparison of AIS and radar trajectories, which radio interfered by island.

3. Extraction of missing ais dataset

In order to extract missing or abnormal data from the AIS dataset, target data needs to be sorted according to ship ID and sailing directions. Then, time intervals of sequent points from each ship trajectory are calculated. The section with missing AIS data is determined using interval times above a threshold time limit that is defined by characteristics of the water in the area. The saved data were clustered into several clusters using the k-means clustering algorithm. K-means algorithm is a partitioning clustering method that divides a dataset into similar data by calculating cluster centroids. To use k-means algorithms, the number of clusters \( k \) needs to be set. In this study, we experimented the cluster number by dividing the number of total datasets into unit cluster number 50. The target data used in this study is the AIS data of the Incheon water area for duration of 1 month. The saved data were clustered into 50 clusters using the k-means clustering algorithm. These clusters include the location label for sequence pattern analysis. Figure 2 and 3 shows non-clustered and clustered missing AIS data points.

After extracting missing AIS data cluster, these clusters are rearranged by each combination of ship’s ID and sailing direction of arrival or departure. Table 1 represents missing AIS pattern transaction. A data transaction means a case of either the arrival or departure of ship with ship ID. Data size indicates the number of missing data clusters and the missing AIS data cluster numbers are included in data transactions sequentially.

4. Association mining

In data mining, association mining is a method used to discover useful or unexpected relations in large databases. In order to find interesting rules, the concept of support and confidence is used as the method of measurement. Support means the ratio of target data to the total number of dataset. Confidence represents the strength of the association rules. For instance, if the support of an specific event \( X \rightarrow Y \) is 0.2 and its confidence is 60%, it has 20 percent of frequency and 60 percent of stance. The following formula are as follows:

\[
\text{support}(X \rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{sup}(X \cup Y)}{N}, \quad \text{confidence}(X \rightarrow Y) = \frac{\text{sup}(X \cup Y)}{\text{sup}(X)}.
\]

This method of frequent pattern analysis is used to find inter-session patterns assuming that a specific ship tends to omit transmitting the AIS data in several locations. In order to analyze large scale of database, many algorithms for finding association rules have been developed. In this study, we used Apriori algorithm which is well-known algorithm using breadth-first search strategy.

Missing AIS dataset arranged by for one ship’s trajectory is applied to the Apriori algorithm with more than 0.01 support. Figure 4 represents the support value of each cluster.
Using association rule mining analysis\textsuperscript{14}, meaningful sequential pattern were found; these are shown in Figure 5. The confidence value indicates the ratio that when missing AIS data occurs in cluster A, then it also missing in cluster B. For example, if missing AIS data occurred in cluster 47, then this ship will also missing in cluster 17 with a probability of approximately 25.5 percent.

In case of ships navigating through the LNG route, missing AIS situations most often occurred on cluster 31 area in the LNG passage. Since then, the sequent missing AIS situation occurred on cluster 18, 45 and 38 in the east route with the probability of 24%; cluster 33, 43 and 47 in the west route with the probability of 16%. In middle route, missing AIS situation often occurred on cluster 11, 25 and 40. Since then, the sequent missing AIS situation occurred on cluster 17 with the probability of 12% in the LNG route and cluster 7 with the probability of 25% in the east route. In middle route, missing AIS situation often occurred on cluster 1, 8, 9 and 23. Since then, the sequent missing AIS situation occurred on cluster 9 with the probability of 8.3% in the middle route and cluster 12, 18 and 43 with the probability of 49% in the east route. In passenger route, missing AIS situation often occurred on cluster 2, 27 and 28. Since then, the sequent missing AIS situation occurred on cluster 31 with the probability of 14% in the LNG route and cluster 18 with the probability of 36% in the East route and cluster 19 and 47 with the probability of 30% in the East route.

5. Conclusions

With the development of modern ship electronics, mariners increasingly depend on onboard electronic devices. Therefore, mariners need to know the characteristics of the water in the area and the onboard devices. In this paper, we found missing AIS data pattern rules using association rule mining. The proposed approach will predict the probability of missing AIS data. Based on the results of data mining, we found several missing AIS situation patterns. In case that VTS center does not receive ship’s data in the west route, the probability of missing AIS situation is high when that ship enter the east and passenger routes. Also, the probability of missing AIS situation of passing the passenger route is high when that ship enter the LNG, east and west routes.
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